
POHELA BOISHAKH ESSAY HELP

Check out our essay example on Pohela Boishakh Festival to start writing!.

It is, no doubt, apart, and parcel of Bangladeshi culture. A large number of people wearing their traditional
dresses attend the programme. I went around the fair and bought some earthen jewelry. Spic of life: Variety is
the spice of life in the country. The day has a special attraction for the town people. Ethnic Bengalis across the
world and from all walks of life unite to celebrate the Public or Universal Festival of Bengalis i. Some people
eat watered-rice with onion, green chili and Hilsha fish. An integral part of the festivities is the Mangal
Shobhajatra , a traditional colourful procession organised by the students of the Faculty of Fine Arts,
University of Dhaka Charukala. People of different classes, cultures, ages, and tastes attend the first
programme. In the after noon I along with some of my friends visited a Baishaki Mela. The day thus goes by.
Starting as a rural festival, Pohela Boishakh has now become an integral part of Bengali culture. It tells people
to forget about all superstitions, prejudices, misconceptions and other harmful sides. Now, the Mangal
Shobhajatra is celebrated by different organization in all over the country. People of Bangladesh enjoy a
national holiday on Pohela Boishakh. The govt. They distribute sweets among their customers and clients. I
eat panta â€” hilisa and join different functions. They offer sweets to their customers and clients. In fact, it is
the day of welcoming the Bangla New Year. Usually on this day everything is washed and cleaned; people
bathe early in the morning and dress in fine clothes and then go to visit relatives and friends. At about 4 pm I
went to Jatiya Press Club where a cultural was held. The young chaps also get themselves indulged in
gambling. The day comes to us with the passage of time with its traditional features. Special meals are
arranged at home and Baishakhi Melas are held in different places. The nation also gets a new life shunning
off all superstitions. Shopkeepers open halkhata and offer sweets to their customers and clients. The Pohela
Boishakh celebrations and festivities reflect the life in rural Bengal. The students of the fine arts institute of
Chittagong University brings the Mangal Shobhajatra procession in the city, followed by daylong cultural
activities. Bangladesh Television and Bangladesh Radio also broadcast many special programmes all day
long. The lifestyle of rural Bengal is showcased in almost all these fairs. Morning shows the day and the child
shows the man. As the Pahela Baishakh is one of the important cultures of the Bangalees, it is really a glorious
day for them. Now it has crossed the national boundaries because is celebrated by the Bengalis living abroad.
According to some historians, this started the Bengali calendar. Pahela Baishakh has a great significance.


